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Scope of the Journal
ISSN: 1756-0322 (Print), ISSN: 1756-0330 (Online)
IJKMTH provides a forum for academics and practitioners to
contribute to the body of knowledge on hospitality. With the
industry in dynamic change and consumers with ever more
demanding expectations, IJKMTH aims to develop a platform
where new theoretical and practical topics are presented with
the vision to enhance as well as maintain a leadership role
within the hospitality literature.
Contents:
IJKMTH publishes theoretical papers, empirical papers,
case studies and book reviews. Special issues of the
journal will also be produced in which selected papers
from hospitality and tourism conferences will be published.
Topics covered include:
• Human resource management
• Leadership
• Strategic management
• E-marketing
• Yield and revenue management
• Wellness and spa management
• Event management
• Operation management
• Design and architecture
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• Social responsibility, ethical and cultural
issues
• Marketing and segmentation
• Consumer behaviour
• Quality management techniques: six sigma,
ISO 9000
• Risk and investment strategies
• Sustainability and green issues

Not sure if this title is the one for you?
Visit the journal homepage at www.inderscience.com/ijkmth where you can:
•
•
•
•

Read about the journal’s aim, scope and readership
View editorial board details
Find out about calls for papers and how to submit
Find out about subscription options, in print, online or as part of a journals collection

You can order online at www.inderscienceonline.com or download an order form
from www.inderscience.com/subform.
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For library collection subscriptions or for a free institutional online trial, please contact
subs@inderscience.com.
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